In 1991, we proposed a model in which nucleus is=20 treated as a spherical symmetric MIT bag and nucleon satisfies the MIT bag model boundary condition. The model was employed to calculate=20 nuclear magnetic moments.
Introduction
The MIT bag model, as it's well known, explains the=20 hadronic static properties very well, especially the hadron mass=20 spectra [1] . The most attractive point of the model, as we=20 thought is the linear boundary condition for quarks:= 20r·j = 3D0 at the bag surface, where j is the quark=20 current. this boundary condition confines the quarks inside the=20 bag absolutely.
Based on the MIT bag model a lot of models have been turned= out [2] ,=20 not only for hadronic static properties but also for dynamical=20 processes. On the other side, the applications of the MIT bag=20 model to nucleus is proposed. The so called quark shell model=20 (QSM) [3] treats nucleus with mass number A as 3A quarks moving=20 independently in a big MIT bag. This model can give the correct=20 closed shells and empirical radius rule R ∼ A 1 3 .=20 The nuclear magnetic moments are calculated in QSM for some=20 nuclei and orbits [4, 5] . Despite its successes, the QSM is too=20 extreme to believe for ground state nucleus. So in this letter we assume= nucleus with a constant density=20 consist of A nucleon which move in a uniformly distributed meson=20 fields produced by σ and ω mesons, and the nucleons are=20 confined in the nucleus by a MIT bag boundary. By calculating the=20 nucleon average binding energy and nuclear magnetic moments we=20 find this naive model can explain experiment data quite well.=20
Nuclear Bag Model
Assume nucleus forms a spherical symmetric bag with radius R in which nucleon moves relativistically and satisfies Dirac equation. Nucleon wave function ψ nκm is given as follows,
here we follow the conventions of Rose [6] ,=20 | κ |= 3D1, 2, · · · and for κ > 0,
given by eq. (11).
here=20Ẽ(x nκ ) = 3D x 2 nκ +M 2 R ,=20M R = 3DM R,M is nucleon effective mass=20 in nucleus. We use the empirical rule R = 3Dr 0 A 1 3 ,=20 r 0 =3D1.2fm through out the calculation. x nκ is the wave=20 number as determined by MIT linear boundary condition=20 (1 + ir · γ)ψ nκm (r = 3DR)=3D0, that=20 is,
The x nκ , for a number of orbits in the case of=20 Table 1 : The wave number x nκ for some orbits=20 (njl) in the casẽ
is given in Table 1 , 
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Nuclear magnetic moment is one of the teststone=20 used to examine nuclear models [4, 9] . For a nucleon in a orbit (nκm), its magnetic moment is defined by
j(r)is nucleon effective electromagnetic current=20 consist of Dirac current and anomalous nucleon current,
here Q=3D1, λ=3D1.79 for a proton and Q=3D0, λ=3D-1.91=20 for a neutron.
After some calculations we can split up=20 µ = 3D ≡ µ z (m = 3Dj) into=20 two terms, µ = 3Dµ D + µ A , (in n.m.) where
this is consistant with that given in ref. [4] . The µ A ,=20 due to the anomalous nucleon current contribution, can be=20 expressed as follows,
where [j] = 3D √ 2j + 1 and the last two terms come from the=20 bag surface integration and vanish when R → ∞,=20 and
. (8) The calculated magnetic moments for various odd-A nucleus are=20 shown in Table 2 , in this calculationM M =3D0.68=20 is fixed for all nuclei. We can see that there are large=20 table 2: Magnetic moments of odd-A nuclei. The second and=20 fourth columns are defined in the text and µ F S is the=20 results of ref. [10] , which included the core polarization=20 effect. The last column is the experiment data [10] . [8, 9] can=20 fit experiment data=20 better than this model. Comparison of µ D with that given=20 in ref. [10] will be helpful for us to accept this model, two=20 models give about the same value but the calculations in this=20 model are much more simpler.
Conclusions
=20 Our simple nuclear bag model, as a extension of MIT bag model=20 from hadron to nucleus,=20 can describe nucleon average binding energy, especially=20 nuclear magnetic moments quite well. That means nucleus be=20 thought of as a spherical symmetricbag with sharp boundary=20 is not quite different from its reality. But furtherworksare=20 needed to reproduce single=20 particle energy level correctly, etc.
